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OVERVIEW 
 
Access:  The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute. 
 
Provenance:  Donated by Unknown 
 
Property rights:  The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection. 
 
Copyrights:  Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute. 
 
Citation:  [Identification of item]. Aden S. Pratt Collection (SC 1043), Institute for Regional Studies, 
North Dakota State University, Fargo. 
 
 
BIOGRAPHY 
 
Page, N.D. farmer, moved from Grand Rapids, Mich. sometime prior to N.D. statehood (1889). 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 
Photocopy of letter (March 15, 1897) by Mr. Pratt to relatives in Michigan concerning the winter of 1897 
and pioneer life in N.D.; photocopy of two photographs, one of Aden S. Pratt and his wife, the other of 
their three children. There are two letters from Wayne Horton giving some brief Pratt family history 
(1983). 
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Photocopy of letter (March 15, 1897) by Mr. Pratt to relatives in Michigan concerning the winter of 1897 
and pioneer life in N.D.; photocopy of two photographs, one of Aden S. Pratt and his wife, the other of 
their three children. There are two letters from Wayne Horton giving some brief Pratt family history 
(1983). 
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